
Use a plant with a pot diameter of 8-10 cm (3-4 in). Take the plant out 
of its pot and gently disentangle the roots ➀. Add the soil to the 
bottom of the pot ➁ so that the hatched area     is at the same level 
of the top of the basket    . Fill the remaining space with soil. Cover the 
surface with expanded clay.

Soil → Use a good quality 
potting soil suitable for indoor 
plants.
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Fill up to here

Make sure that the rope is placed correctly in the grooves under the 
pot ➀.

Use the provided expanded clay to fill the empty space ➀ between the 
outer pot ➁ and the inner basket ➂ up to the tips.

Carefully remove the ceramic filter ➀ and the water tank ➁ and 
connect the power supply to the base ➂ and to the socket ➃.

4 → Re-pot the plant3 → Add the clay2 → Check the rope

In the box you will find the following components.
Otherwise, contact us at support@vitesy.com.

Plant and soil not included.Welcome, enjoy your Natede. 
Take your time, choose your 
favorite plant and the 
perfect place to start a new 
way of living in harmony with 
nature.
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vitesy.comLet’s begin

Scan the QR code to access the full guide.

Assembly time: 15 minutes

1 → Plug Natede

Tip → Make sure that the power 
supply is placed correctly in the 
groove under the base.

Tip → To press the Reset button use a paper clip 
or a toothpick.

→ For Natede Basic go to point 2.

→ For Natede Smart open the Vitesy Hub app, make sure the bluetooth 
is turned on and follow the instructions.
After successfully connecting the device, go to point 2.
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What’s in the box?

Expanded clay

Self-watering
elements

Outer pot

Ceramic filter

Base and
Water tank

Check the rope 
on the bottom.

Natede Basic Natede Smart

Power supply

Available on:



Natede Setup Guide

Natede

To change the fan mode keep a hand in front of the hole    . With a 
double blink of the LEDs, every 1 second the mode changes in this 
order:

➀ Silence (fan at 25% and LEDs o�): the lowest band of LEDs lights up 
as indicated;
➁ Standard (fan at 50% and LEDs on): the low and mid-range band of 
LEDs lights up as indicated;
➂ Performance (fan at 100% and LEDs on): the whole band of LEDs is 
on as indicated;
➃ O�: fan and LEDs o�.

This list of modes goes in cycles so you will always see: silence - 
standard - performance - o� - silence - standard - ...
Once you remove the hand, the LEDs will blink twice to confirm the 
selection. If you put your hand in front of the hole    , the currently 
selected mode will flash.
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For the first two days water the plant directly from the soil until the soil 
is damp. Be careful to water the plant inside the inner basket ➀. 
Meanwhile, slowly fill the water tank through the spout ➁. Pause every 
second to allow the float to rise and check the level. When the green 
line is visible, the tank is half full; when it’s yellow it’s full.
Make sure not to go over the red line.

We suggest keeping Natede’s fan o� for the first 4 days after potting, so 
that your plant can acclimatise to the soil and grow without stress.
 
→ For Natede Basic go to point 8.
→ For Natede Smart use the app ➀ or go to point 8.

Place the water tank on the base ➀. Remove the ceramic filter from its 
bag and place it over the grid ➁. Lastly, place the outer pot on the base 
as shown ➂.

8 → Fill the tank7 → Day 56 → Days 1 and 25 → Assemble
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Slowly fill the tank through the spout ➀. Allow the float to rise and 
check the level. When the green line is visible, the tank is half full; when 
it’s yellow it’s full.
Make sure not to go over the red line ➁.
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Caution → Do not handle the filter 
with bare hands to avoid making it 
dirty.
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1 L
0.3 gal

Green

Yellow

Red

Dracaena

AnthuriumSansevieria

Aloe Vera

Don’t know which plant to choose?
Here are some suggestions!


